
Canon Cable  Nikon Cable Sony Cable Metz Cable

PIXAPRO® POWERPACK Flash Cable

Please use according to instructions as there is high voltage output on both terminal ends. 
Please check the surface of cable carefully before use. Do Not Use if cable is damaged. 
Homemade cablse should not be used on PowerPack Dual Output.

Consumers can choose different flash cables compatible with corresponding flashes according to their own needs. 
Based on the compatibility, the available flash cables are listed as below: Canon, Nikon, Sony and Metz

“AA” Batteries  (see the chart column “AA Batt's”)

Some flashes require that you install AA batteries into the battery compartment for powering the inner circuits, even when using the flash power 
connector cable. See the Chart.
If AA batteries are required, the PIXAPRO® PowerPack will nevertheless provide most of the power required for the flash.
In dedicated flash modes, the flash unit will draw power from AA batteries too. This is down to the design of the flash, not the PowerPack itself.

Refer to the list of specific instructions for your flash listed in the Table：Compatibility of PowerPack Cables

Flash Cable

CANON CABLE
Cannon 600EX-RT, 430EZ, 540EZ, 

550EX, Cannon 580EX, 580EX II, and 

other flash model with same type of 

input power port

Yes Switch on Flash

Flash Model AA Batt's Special Instruction

NIKON CABLE
Nikon SB910, SB28 EURO, SB28DX,

SB80DX,SB800,SB900 and other flash 

model with same type of input power port

SONY CABLE Sony HVL-F58AM and other flash model 

with same type of input power port

Compatibility of PIXAPRO® PowerPack Flash Cables

METZ CABLE
Metz 58AF-1 / 58AF-2 （C/N/OP/P/S）
and other flash model with same type 

of input power port

Switch off flash, and the connected 

battery pack will power the flash.

Thank you for purchasing this PowerPack cable. This cable is made of high-quality, wear-resistant, and highly-insulated wires. It is designed 
to connect to the PIXAPRO® PowerPack Dual Output to a flash This user manual applies to all models of PowerPack cable.
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